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DayTimeOn the gate
ticket price

Advance
online ticket price

Friday 7th5pm - 10pm£7£5

Saturday 8th12pm - 10pm£10£8

Friday 7th & 
Saturday 8thWEEKEND PASS£15£12

Everyone enjoyed the HUGE 
Shropshire Oktoberfest in 
Shrewsbury’s Quarry Park, so we 
have decided to do it all again in the 
sunshine! Introducing our brand new 
festival: Shropshire Pub in the Park!

If you enjoy chilling out in a beer 
garden with your mates, then prepare 
to have that feeing multiplied! 

Thirsty? Good – you’ll need to be! 
There will be over 150 different 
drinks to choose from. Read on to 
discover all the local brewers and 
drinks producers who will be serving 
up their thirst-quenching drinks. 
There will be real ales, cider, lager, 
cocktails, wine, rum, pimms and of 
course lots of gin!

Shropshire Pub in the Park will 
take over the QEII Arena in Telford 
Town Park. We have signed up some 
amazing bands for our HUGE live 
music stage and we promise you will 
dance the night away.

Thanks to Volvo Shrewsbury you 
better warm-up your vocal chords for 
our very own Carpool Karaoke!

 

*We reserve the right to amend days/times, add or remove artists from the lineup

There won’t just be barrels of beers, 
we promise a barrel of laughs with 
the comedy club! We are working 
with some of the funniest comedians 
on the circuit to give you the best 
entertainment while you enjoy a pint or 
two. 

We will bring you the best in drink, 
music and comedy, polished off with 
the best street food to tantalise your 
taste buds. There will be gourmet 
burgers, posh chips, wood fired 
pizza and much more, ensuring you 
will be catered for the whole day 
through.

The festival will be in the huge arena 
adjacent to Telford Town Park, with the 
train station an 8 minute walk away, 
and plenty of car parks and buses 
within a 5 minute walk.

IN THE

SHROPSHIRE

TELFORD TOWN PARK 
7TH & 8TH JUNE 

SHROPSHIREPUBINTHEPARK.CO.UK

100+ Real Ales & Cider, Lager Bar, Gin Den, 
Cocktails, Comedy, Live Music & Street Food

FRIDAY 7TH

Friday night is kicking off with 
the soulful and powerful voice 
of Katie Brisbourne. Next up, 
there will be Jake Nelson with 
his distinctive sound. Crowds 
will rock out to indie/alternative 
band Black Bear Kiss, featuring 
their trademark heavy riffs, strong 
catchy vocals and funky bass. 
Lost the Plot cover anything that 
can be stripped down and belted 
out with energy, enthusiasm 
and more than a fair share of 
audience participation - expect 
the unexpected!

Finally we’re SO excited that 
rounding off the night’s musical 
entertainment are the Dirty 
Rockin’ Scoundrels. They will 
bring you the best rock ‘n’ roll 
music from the 50s and 60s, with 
an energetic live show that is 
guaranteed to rock your socks off!
 

SATURDAY 8TH 

We’ve got a WHOLE day of live 
music for you! From rockers to 
solo performers, there will be 
something for everyone. Starting 
off the day we have the The 
Adrenaline Rush, a new young 
band of awesome pure talent  

Up next are The List to take you 
through the lunchtime session. 

Following them there is Radio 
Rumours, a great band who play 
a selection of modern classics 
and crowd favourites. Eternity
Road will be playing the main 
stage with their lively and 
energetic set. 

Emma Linley will sing music 
from the soul. Audiences are 
captivated by her bluesy, pure 
and raw vocal tones. Custard 
Connection will change up the 
pace when they take to the stage 
with high energy dance floor 
fillers, bang-up-to-date chart hits, 
and dance classics from the 90’s 
to now. Following them we have 
Chasing August who are an 
indie band with a fresh, authentic 
sound, reminiscent of the 00’s 
indie music era. Taking us into 
the evening we have the HMV 
Band, providing a versatile and 
eclectic mix of music from the last 
sixty years, covering pop, rock, 
blues and ballads. Next up, young 
four-piece The Paprika Blues 
Band bring us their repertoire 
of originals combined with well-
known covers for an energetic 
performance. Rounding off the 
day’s live music extravaganza are 
four piece funk, pop and blues 
cover band - Bouncing Betty. 
Our headline act will entertain 
festivalgoers of all ages with 
their varied setlist and infectious 
sounds, keeping you singing and 
dancing all night long!

CIDER
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Have a laugh in the comedy tent on the Saturday 8th 
June.

TOM GLOVER IS YOUR MC FOR THE DAY

Loveable West Country favourite Tom Glover is a highly sought-
after act and MC, capable of bringing laughter to any room. Tom 
combines tales of fatherhood and country living with hilarious 
observational routines on daily life.

JUNIOR SIMPSON 

A true observational comic, Simpson finds his humour in the 
everyday and humdrum with anecdotes of his world travels as a 
comedian adding a personal originality to his set. 

STEPHEN CARLIN

He earned critical acclaim, accolades and a growing fan base 
with his original and insightful writing style and accomplished 
delivery. An enigmatic act, Stephen uses a unique pattern of 
delivery to amuse the audience with unexpected and off-the-
wall references

KAREN BAYLEY

Delightfully saucy, her friendly and confident stage presence, 
combined with a killer wit, an infectious giggle and some 
devastating one-liners make her a comedic force to be 
reckoned with. She is warm and welcoming with a delightfully 
saucy and spiky edge, her bold, no nonsense attitude strikes a 
perfect pitch with men and women alike.

VINCE ATTA

Nothing less than a phenomenon, Vince Atta has the industry 
ignited! Using a multi-track looper, Vince creates live on-the-
spot Hip-Hop/Reggae/Techno/anything; hilariously fusing it 
with natural stand-up, storytelling and audience interaction - 
creating the most infectious songs you’re ever likely to hear… it 
really is quite a show!

Here is just a selection of the 
fantastic local beers that we will 
be offering in the Shropshire Pub 
in the Park beer tent! 

WOOD BREWERY

SHROPSHIRE LAD Well rounded, A 

malty brew with dash of toffee, with 

bittersweet finish - 4.5%.

SHROPSHIRE LASS Crisp clean 

mouthful leaving a light citrus finish 

- 4.0%.

BORN N BRED Enticing light amber 

looks, a delightful floral aroma, 

delivering a tropical fruity, hoppy 

flavour - 3.8%

TAKE 5 Citrus forward India Pale Ale, 

packed full of fragrant hops, with a 

delicate floral aroma and a light bitter 

finish - 3.8%

WOOD WHITE  A classic Belgian style, 

hazy white beer, with subtle coriander 

aromas and crisp orange peel and citrus 

flavours - 4.2%

BEWDLEY BREWERY 

RUFFLED FEATHERS There are hints 

of tropical fruit on the aroma and a 

clean, crisp hop flavor - 3.8%.

JUBLIEE ALE Originally brewed to 

mark the Golden Jubliee of the Severn 

Valley Railway in 2015 but was so well 

received that it was added to our range 

- 4.3%.

SIR KEITH PARK Amarillo and First 

Gold hops give this bitter a distintc but 

balanced fruity / spicy flavour with a 

zesty aroma - 4.5%.

WILLIAM MUCKLOWS’S DARK MILD 

A recreation of a beer brewed 100 

years ago by the previous brewer in 

Bewdley - 6.0%.

WORCESTERSHIRE WAY Very 

Featured Beers

Comedy Club

refreshing with citrus after tones - 3.6%.

SUMMER SPECIAL  
This will be our summer special beer, 

come and ask for more details - ABV TO 

BE CONFIRMED

JOULES BREWERY

INDIAN PALE A premium Indian pale, 

copper coloured with hints of spice, 

charged with a rich burst of fruit flavour; 

finished with bold hops - 4.8%.

GREEN MONKEY A cracking flavour 

with clean and fruity flavours that create 

a sweet taste - 4.3%.

BREW MONSTER  

LEVIATHAN
A gentle infusion of citrus, grapefruit 

with a touch of pine for a light and 

mellow IPA. A very refreshing session 

beer - 4.0%.

DAEMON An exceptional red IPA with 

a broad appeal due to its smooth flavour 

and texture - 4.6%.

TIAMAT Heavily hopped special IPA 

with a wealth of flavours. A multi-tasking 

blend of five distinctive hops varieties 

which merge to release caramel, citrus 

fruit, biscuit and ry spice blooms.

MEPHISTO A traiditional and hearty IPA 

with a biscuity taste with dashes of spice 

and a floral bouquet - 5.6%.

WHITE LABEL SERIES - NITRO STOUT
A small batch special edition, full bodied 

and silky with roast flavours and a subtle 

finish of raw chocolate - 6%.

BRECON BREWING / COLD 
BLACK LABEL

BRECON DARK BEACONS A refreshing 

and light beer based on a traditional 

recipe for Welsh Dark, Hints of Toffee 

and Coffee lurk within teh aroma 

delivering a light almost zesty flavour 

- 3.8%. 

BRECON GOLD BEACONS A multi-

award winning deep Golden Ale with 

a soft yet building bitterness from 

Progress and Pioneer Hops - 4.2%.

CBL PIRATE BAY Golden beer with 

a smooth body and hints of citrus. A 

blend of malt and hop characters lead 

to a dry, refreshing hoppy flavour to 

finish - 5.0%.

CBL RED BEAST A smooth ruby beer 

perfect for all season. This ale has a 

fresh, citrus aroma and well-hopped 

character - 4.4%

BRECON PEDWAR Brewed in the style 

of a Bohemian Pilsner - 4.0%. GLUTEN 

FREE & VEGAN

WILDERNESS BREWERY  

NORTHERN PALE Seasonal pale 

Ale, dry hopped with fresh Northern 

Hemisphere hops - 4.2%.

BRUX PALE Spanish red wine barrel 

aged Belgian ale. A deep amber with 

abundant barnyard link - 6.9%. 

AMERICAN FARMHOUSE Mixed 

fermentation with a blend of Belgian 

Saison yeast and Brettanomyces - 6.4% 

- VEGAN.

EQUINOX SAISON Earthy farmhouse 

ale, warm-warm fermented on oak with 

a mixed saison culture. Dry hopped 

with Citra and Ekuanot - 5.2%.

ABBAYE DUBBEL Lightly roasted malts 

and dark candy sugar fermented with 

Belgian ale yeast - 6.6% - VEGAN

SOUTHERN PALE  Seasonal Pale Ale 

dry hopped with our freshest Douthern 

Hemisphere hops - our current favour-

ite blend is Rakau and Wakatu - 4.3% 

- VEGAN 

WYE VALLEY BREWERY

HPA  A delightful Straw colored ale 

with wonderful citrus aromas - 4.0% 

BUTTY BACH A burnished gold, full 

bodied, smooth & satisfying premium 

ale - 4.5%

1985 International award-winning 

lager, clean, crisp premium beer with 

delicate orange and tangerine notes 

- 4.5%

WHOLESOME STOUT This smooth, 

dark, indulgent, beer boasts roasted 

coffee notes and a dry, bitter finish - 

4.6%

CORVEDALE BREWERY 

BITTER An Auburn Bronze bitter with 

pronounced hop resin and Grapefruit 

aroma with hops and juicy malt in the 

mouth, and a long hoppy finish - 4.3%

ST GEORGES STOUT  An Ebony Black 

Stout with a floral and chocolatey 

undertone - 4.5%

ALE OF ODIN A Mead infused deep 

golden ale with a floral zesty aroma and 

a sweet fruity and smooth tastes - 4.2%

GOLDEN DALE A balanced Bitter and 

Sweet Golden Ale, with floral & fruity 

aromas and fruity/sweet notes - 4.2%

HOBSONS 

CHAMPION MILD Champion dark 

mild, smooth character and chocolate 

malt notes - 3.2%

TOWN CRIER Crisp golden ale, hint of 

sweetness and dry finish - 4.5%

OLD PRICKLY A pale ale full of flavour, 

full bodied with a sweet floral character 

- 4.2%

TWISTED SPIRE Vibrant blond beer 

with a light fizz and sweet floral aroma 

- 3.6%

CRAFT: EVOLUTION  A crisp and 

chilled carbonated craft pale ale 

brewed with Hersbrucker, Cascade and 

Chinook hops - 4.2%

CRAFT: STOUT  A dark smooth easy 

drinking keg stout brewed with Fuggles, 

Progress and Columbus hops - 4.3%

CIDER: OLDFIELDS ORIGINAL PGI 

- status made with Worcestershire 

Apple varieties including: Dabinette, 

Harry Masters Jersey and Yarlington 

Mill. Picked and pressed at Oldfield’s 

farm - 4.3%

CIDER: OLDFIELDS BERRY A new 

berry cider made with blackberries 

and Worcestershire apples, including: 

Dabinette, Harry Masters Jersey and 

Yarlington Mill - 4.0%

LAKEHOUSE BREWERY

CHERRY - CHOCOLATE PORTER  
Dark, strong, fruity - brewed with fresh 

cherries-  5.5%

AMBER SESSION ALE Soft moreish 

amber ale - 3.9%

CITRUS PALE ALE A refreshing pale 

ale with punchy citrus notes. A truly 

radiant slightly hoppy beer - 4.0%

RED DUBBEL HAZE Deep red, sweet 

beer, with a hint of spice - 6% - VEGAN

CALYPSO PEACH PALE A light fruit 

beer fermented in fresh peaches, dry 

hopped with Calypso to create a light 

and sessionable pale ale with unique 

peachy flavour - 5% 

BARBOURNE CIDER AND PERRY - 

Barbourne Cider make traditional and 

fruity ciders, perry and cloudy apple 

juice for all to enjoy. 

GILLOW CIDER - Father and sone 

make their artisan fall juice cider from 

traditional varities of cider apples 

grown in the own orchards.

SPECIAL CIDER COMPANY  - Delicious 

craft cider

RALPH’S CIDER  - Traditional cider, 

made using a Victorian press

GWATKIN CIDER  - Real farmhouse 

cider and perry, all made from pure 

fruit. 

Street Food 
CANDY FLOSS BY AGA - Try 
some of this delicious, sugary 
treat!
 
K&C YARWOOD  -  Taking you 
back to your childhood with a 
soft serve ice cream treat!

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS 
- Mexican street food fanatics, 
all made from locally sourced 
ingredients.

POSH CHIPS - Gourmet chips 
with a range of delicious 
toppings, the ultimate comfort 
food.

DARWINS - Delicious sweet 
and savoury crepes. 

THE BROWNIE BOSS - 
Combining  brownies, with 
an ice cream, sauce, crunchy 
toppings and other various 
bits of foodie goodness!

MUKASSE FOOD - Afro-
caribbean street food and 
catering

THE RUSTY BBQ COMPANY - 
Slow cooked meats, lovingly 
kissed with delicate native 
breed wood smoke and 
cooked over smouldering 
coals.

DELICIOUS GRAZE - Delicious 
wood fired pizza.  

Cider   

Other Drinks
Drink, drink and more drink! The essential ingredient for a HUGE 
pub will be available in abundance, and our immense choice 
of drinks are sure to tickle your taste buds. Cool down from the 
sunshine with a pitcher of pimms, rum cocktail, cold cider or 
refreshing beer.

There will be LOTS of real ale all served up by skillful brewers 
from across the region. These are the people who know and 
love their beer better than anyone, so let them help you 
choose the perfect pint whatever your taste.

If real ale isn’t your thing, fear not as there will be lager too. We 
will be serving up the very best handcrafted lager from across 
the region, with every drop filled with flavour.

Fancy some real apple or pear juice? We will have it in its finest 
form from local producers, who will ensure you get one of your 
five a day with their real fruit offering. Whether you like real 
cider, Herefordshire perry, or cider with added fruit flavours, 
there will be something for everyone. Sipping on cold cider in 
the sunshine while watching the brilliant live music - does life 
get any better than that? 

We absolutely love gin, and we prove it with a whole tent full of 
the stuff where you can enjoy a classic G&T, pick up a cocktail, 
grab it neat, or try a new variety.

If you are less of a pint person and more of a spirit connoisseur 
then you will find heaven in the Prosecco Parlour, Pimms Tent, 
Cocktail Lounge or just a mixture of them all!

Thanks to our sponsors
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- 4.2%

TWISTED SPIRE Vibrant blond beer 

with a light fizz and sweet floral aroma 

- 3.6%

CRAFT: EVOLUTION  A crisp and 

chilled carbonated craft pale ale 

brewed with Hersbrucker, Cascade and 

Chinook hops - 4.2%

CRAFT: STOUT  A dark smooth easy 

drinking keg stout brewed with Fuggles, 

Progress and Columbus hops - 4.3%

CIDER: OLDFIELDS ORIGINAL PGI 

- status made with Worcestershire 

Apple varieties including: Dabinette, 

Harry Masters Jersey and Yarlington 

Mill. Picked and pressed at Oldfield’s 

farm - 4.3%

CIDER: OLDFIELDS BERRY A new 

berry cider made with blackberries 

and Worcestershire apples, including: 

Dabinette, Harry Masters Jersey and 

Yarlington Mill - 4.0%

LAKEHOUSE BREWERY

CHERRY - CHOCOLATE PORTER  
Dark, strong, fruity - brewed with fresh 

cherries-  5.5%

AMBER SESSION ALE Soft moreish 

amber ale - 3.9%

CITRUS PALE ALE A refreshing pale 

ale with punchy citrus notes. A truly 

radiant slightly hoppy beer - 4.0%

RED DUBBEL HAZE Deep red, sweet 

beer, with a hint of spice - 6% - VEGAN

CALYPSO PEACH PALE A light fruit 

beer fermented in fresh peaches, dry 

hopped with Calypso to create a light 

and sessionable pale ale with unique 

peachy flavour - 5% 

BARBOURNE CIDER AND PERRY - 

Barbourne Cider make traditional and 

fruity ciders, perry and cloudy apple 

juice for all to enjoy. 

GILLOW CIDER - Father and sone 

make their artisan fall juice cider from 

traditional varities of cider apples 

grown in the own orchards.

SPECIAL CIDER COMPANY  - Delicious 

craft cider

RALPH’S CIDER  - Traditional cider, 

made using a Victorian press

GWATKIN CIDER  - Real farmhouse 

cider and perry, all made from pure 

fruit. 

Street Food 
CANDY FLOSS BY AGA - Try 
some of this delicious, sugary 
treat!
 
K&C YARWOOD  -  Taking you 
back to your childhood with a 
soft serve ice cream treat!

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS 
- Mexican street food fanatics, 
all made from locally sourced 
ingredients.

POSH CHIPS - Gourmet chips 
with a range of delicious 
toppings, the ultimate comfort 
food.

DARWINS - Delicious sweet 
and savoury crepes. 

THE BROWNIE BOSS - 
Combining  brownies, with 
an ice cream, sauce, crunchy 
toppings and other various 
bits of foodie goodness!

MUKASSE FOOD - Afro-
caribbean street food and 
catering

THE RUSTY BBQ COMPANY - 
Slow cooked meats, lovingly 
kissed with delicate native 
breed wood smoke and 
cooked over smouldering 
coals.

DELICIOUS GRAZE - Delicious 
wood fired pizza.  

Cider   

Other Drinks
Drink, drink and more drink! The essential ingredient for a HUGE 
pub will be available in abundance, and our immense choice 
of drinks are sure to tickle your taste buds. Cool down from the 
sunshine with a pitcher of pimms, rum cocktail, cold cider or 
refreshing beer.

There will be LOTS of real ale all served up by skillful brewers 
from across the region. These are the people who know and 
love their beer better than anyone, so let them help you 
choose the perfect pint whatever your taste.

If real ale isn’t your thing, fear not as there will be lager too. We 
will be serving up the very best handcrafted lager from across 
the region, with every drop filled with flavour.

Fancy some real apple or pear juice? We will have it in its finest 
form from local producers, who will ensure you get one of your 
five a day with their real fruit offering. Whether you like real 
cider, Herefordshire perry, or cider with added fruit flavours, 
there will be something for everyone. Sipping on cold cider in 
the sunshine while watching the brilliant live music - does life 
get any better than that? 

We absolutely love gin, and we prove it with a whole tent full of 
the stuff where you can enjoy a classic G&T, pick up a cocktail, 
grab it neat, or try a new variety.

If you are less of a pint person and more of a spirit connoisseur 
then you will find heaven in the Prosecco Parlour, Pimms Tent, 
Cocktail Lounge or just a mixture of them all!

Thanks to our sponsors



Have a laugh in the comedy tent on the Saturday 8th 
June.

TOM GLOVER IS YOUR MC FOR THE DAY

Loveable West Country favourite Tom Glover is a highly sought-
after act and MC, capable of bringing laughter to any room. Tom 
combines tales of fatherhood and country living with hilarious 
observational routines on daily life.

JUNIOR SIMPSON 

A true observational comic, Simpson finds his humour in the 
everyday and humdrum with anecdotes of his world travels as a 
comedian adding a personal originality to his set. 

STEPHEN CARLIN

He earned critical acclaim, accolades and a growing fan base 
with his original and insightful writing style and accomplished 
delivery. An enigmatic act, Stephen uses a unique pattern of 
delivery to amuse the audience with unexpected and off-the-
wall references

KAREN BAYLEY

Delightfully saucy, her friendly and confident stage presence, 
combined with a killer wit, an infectious giggle and some 
devastating one-liners make her a comedic force to be 
reckoned with. She is warm and welcoming with a delightfully 
saucy and spiky edge, her bold, no nonsense attitude strikes a 
perfect pitch with men and women alike.

VINCE ATTA

Nothing less than a phenomenon, Vince Atta has the industry 
ignited! Using a multi-track looper, Vince creates live on-the-
spot Hip-Hop/Reggae/Techno/anything; hilariously fusing it 
with natural stand-up, storytelling and audience interaction - 
creating the most infectious songs you’re ever likely to hear… it 
really is quite a show!

Here is just a selection of the 
fantastic local beers that we will 
be offering in the Shropshire Pub 
in the Park beer tent! 

WOOD BREWERY

SHROPSHIRE LAD Well rounded, A 

malty brew with dash of toffee, with 

bittersweet finish - 4.5%.

SHROPSHIRE LASS Crisp clean 

mouthful leaving a light citrus finish 

- 4.0%.

BORN N BRED Enticing light amber 

looks, a delightful floral aroma, 

delivering a tropical fruity, hoppy 

flavour - 3.8%

TAKE 5 Citrus forward India Pale Ale, 

packed full of fragrant hops, with a 

delicate floral aroma and a light bitter 

finish - 3.8%

WOOD WHITE  A classic Belgian style, 

hazy white beer, with subtle coriander 

aromas and crisp orange peel and citrus 

flavours - 4.2%

BEWDLEY BREWERY 

RUFFLED FEATHERS There are hints 

of tropical fruit on the aroma and a 

clean, crisp hop flavor - 3.8%.

JUBLIEE ALE Originally brewed to 

mark the Golden Jubliee of the Severn 

Valley Railway in 2015 but was so well 

received that it was added to our range 

- 4.3%.

SIR KEITH PARK Amarillo and First 

Gold hops give this bitter a distintc but 

balanced fruity / spicy flavour with a 

zesty aroma - 4.5%.

WILLIAM MUCKLOWS’S DARK MILD 

A recreation of a beer brewed 100 

years ago by the previous brewer in 

Bewdley - 6.0%.

WORCESTERSHIRE WAY Very 
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Comedy Club

refreshing with citrus after tones - 3.6%.

SUMMER SPECIAL  
This will be our summer special beer, 

come and ask for more details - ABV TO 

BE CONFIRMED

JOULES BREWERY

INDIAN PALE A premium Indian pale, 

copper coloured with hints of spice, 

charged with a rich burst of fruit flavour; 

finished with bold hops - 4.8%.

GREEN MONKEY A cracking flavour 

with clean and fruity flavours that create 

a sweet taste - 4.3%.

BREW MONSTER  

LEVIATHAN
A gentle infusion of citrus, grapefruit 

with a touch of pine for a light and 

mellow IPA. A very refreshing session 

beer - 4.0%.

DAEMON An exceptional red IPA with 

a broad appeal due to its smooth flavour 

and texture - 4.6%.

TIAMAT Heavily hopped special IPA 

with a wealth of flavours. A multi-tasking 

blend of five distinctive hops varieties 

which merge to release caramel, citrus 

fruit, biscuit and ry spice blooms.

MEPHISTO A traiditional and hearty IPA 

with a biscuity taste with dashes of spice 

and a floral bouquet - 5.6%.

WHITE LABEL SERIES - NITRO STOUT
A small batch special edition, full bodied 

and silky with roast flavours and a subtle 

finish of raw chocolate - 6%.

BRECON BREWING / COLD 
BLACK LABEL

BRECON DARK BEACONS A refreshing 

and light beer based on a traditional 

recipe for Welsh Dark, Hints of Toffee 

and Coffee lurk within teh aroma 

delivering a light almost zesty flavour 

- 3.8%. 

BRECON GOLD BEACONS A multi-

award winning deep Golden Ale with 

a soft yet building bitterness from 

Progress and Pioneer Hops - 4.2%.

CBL PIRATE BAY Golden beer with 

a smooth body and hints of citrus. A 

blend of malt and hop characters lead 

to a dry, refreshing hoppy flavour to 

finish - 5.0%.

CBL RED BEAST A smooth ruby beer 

perfect for all season. This ale has a 

fresh, citrus aroma and well-hopped 

character - 4.4%

BRECON PEDWAR Brewed in the style 

of a Bohemian Pilsner - 4.0%. GLUTEN 

FREE & VEGAN

WILDERNESS BREWERY  

NORTHERN PALE Seasonal pale 

Ale, dry hopped with fresh Northern 

Hemisphere hops - 4.2%.

BRUX PALE Spanish red wine barrel 

aged Belgian ale. A deep amber with 

abundant barnyard link - 6.9%. 

AMERICAN FARMHOUSE Mixed 

fermentation with a blend of Belgian 

Saison yeast and Brettanomyces - 6.4% 

- VEGAN.

EQUINOX SAISON Earthy farmhouse 

ale, warm-warm fermented on oak with 

a mixed saison culture. Dry hopped 

with Citra and Ekuanot - 5.2%.

ABBAYE DUBBEL Lightly roasted malts 

and dark candy sugar fermented with 

Belgian ale yeast - 6.6% - VEGAN

SOUTHERN PALE  Seasonal Pale Ale 

dry hopped with our freshest Douthern 

Hemisphere hops - our current favour-

ite blend is Rakau and Wakatu - 4.3% 

- VEGAN 

WYE VALLEY BREWERY

HPA  A delightful Straw colored ale 

with wonderful citrus aromas - 4.0% 

BUTTY BACH A burnished gold, full 

bodied, smooth & satisfying premium 

ale - 4.5%

1985 International award-winning 

lager, clean, crisp premium beer with 

delicate orange and tangerine notes 

- 4.5%

WHOLESOME STOUT This smooth, 

dark, indulgent, beer boasts roasted 

coffee notes and a dry, bitter finish - 

4.6%

CORVEDALE BREWERY 

BITTER An Auburn Bronze bitter with 

pronounced hop resin and Grapefruit 

aroma with hops and juicy malt in the 

mouth, and a long hoppy finish - 4.3%

ST GEORGES STOUT  An Ebony Black 

Stout with a floral and chocolatey 

undertone - 4.5%

ALE OF ODIN A Mead infused deep 

golden ale with a floral zesty aroma and 

a sweet fruity and smooth tastes - 4.2%
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chilled carbonated craft pale ale 
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Chinook hops - 4.2%

CRAFT: STOUT  A dark smooth easy 

drinking keg stout brewed with Fuggles, 

Progress and Columbus hops - 4.3%
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- status made with Worcestershire 
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Harry Masters Jersey and Yarlington 

Mill. Picked and pressed at Oldfield’s 

farm - 4.3%
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Dabinette, Harry Masters Jersey and 

Yarlington Mill - 4.0%
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Dark, strong, fruity - brewed with fresh 
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AMBER SESSION ALE Soft moreish 

amber ale - 3.9%

CITRUS PALE ALE A refreshing pale 

ale with punchy citrus notes. A truly 

radiant slightly hoppy beer - 4.0%

RED DUBBEL HAZE Deep red, sweet 

beer, with a hint of spice - 6% - VEGAN

CALYPSO PEACH PALE A light fruit 

beer fermented in fresh peaches, dry 

hopped with Calypso to create a light 

and sessionable pale ale with unique 

peachy flavour - 5% 

BARBOURNE CIDER AND PERRY - 

Barbourne Cider make traditional and 

fruity ciders, perry and cloudy apple 

juice for all to enjoy. 

GILLOW CIDER - Father and sone 

make their artisan fall juice cider from 

traditional varities of cider apples 

grown in the own orchards.

SPECIAL CIDER COMPANY  - Delicious 
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cider and perry, all made from pure 
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with a range of delicious 
toppings, the ultimate comfort 
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toppings and other various 
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Slow cooked meats, lovingly 
kissed with delicate native 
breed wood smoke and 
cooked over smouldering 
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